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EEB offers greater liquidity to its investors




As of today, Empresa de Energía de Bogotá’s share will be part of Market maker.
EEB will be the fourth of its kind to be part of such program.
Credicorp Capital will be the Market maker of this share.

Bogotá. 14 December 2015 --- The Colombian Securities Exchange (BVC) continues with the
consolidation of the Market maker program by including, as of today, the company Empresa
de Energía de Bogotá, EEB.
EEB will be the fourth of its kind to be part of this program, after Bolsa de Valores de
Colombia, Empresa de Teléfonos de Bogotá and the Exchange Trade fund (ETF) ICOLCAP.
The Market maker program consists on having a brokerage firm, in this case Credicorp
Capital, who will post in a permanent and simultaneous manner, buy and sell orders for a
security, reducing spread and facilitating the negotiation of the share by investors.
“The fact that EEB, with the support of CrediCorp Capital, come together for this program is
great news for us. These are the shares that foster liquidity when our markets are faced
with turbulent times and allow investors to find an appropriate spread in these marketmaking activities, even in highly volatile markets,” stated BVC’s President, Juan Pablo
Córdoba.
Likewise, Mr. Córdoba added, “we endeavor to stimulate security transactions that already
have a significant number of individual investors, offering them efficient and effective
mechanisms, allowing them to have buy and sell options to exercise their decisions and in
this manner we will contribute to better pricing and foster more alternatives so investors in
our market may negotiate any security without constraints resulting from inappropriate
depth of market”.
“Empresa de Energía de Bogotá (EEB) is a sound and regulated company with a diversified
equity portfolio, not only in Colombia, but also in Brazil, Peru and Guatemala. By being part
of the Market maker program we will provide greater daily liquidity to the share, and thus,
we will protect the company’s 3,500 minority shareholders”, remarked EEB’s CEO, Ricardo
Roa Barragán.
Colombia Securities Exchange emphasized that EEB, as of September had a floating market
of 23.72% and an average BID-ask Spread of 1.14% in 2015.
Empresa de Energía de Bogotá is listed in the Exchange as of 8 July 2008 and has
9,181,177,017 outstanding shares. Its share in BVC’s referenced index, COLCAP amounts to
4.13%.

About Market makers:

In Colombia, a Liquidity Market Maker is a Brokerage firm (SCB – for its Spanish acronym), who
commits permanently and simultaneously to provide buy and sell options of a security in
order to increase liquidity and depth of market. In Colombia, the term Market maker was
established by means of Decree 2279 of 2010.
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About BVC
Bolsa de Valores de Colombia (BVC:CB) is the main negotiation forum in Colombia, it is a private company listed on
the securities market. BVC is a multi-product and multi-market stock exchange, managing Variable Income, Fixed
Income and Standardized Derivatives trading platforms. It also offers issuers listing and market information
services. Furthermore, via its subsidiaries, BVC operates and provides services to Currency markets (Set Icap
Securities); Fixed Income OTC and derivatives (Set Icap FX S.A.); and energy commodities (Derivex S.A.);
technology enabling systems (Sophos Banking Solutions) and pricing provision services (Infovalmer PPV S.A.). In
addition, it is present in the entire industry value chain through equity stakes in Depósito Centralizado de Valores
(Deceval), Cámara de Riesgo Central de Contraparte (CRCC) and Cámara de Compensación de Divisas (CCDC).

